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TRAFFIC AUTOMATION SYSTEM USING LOGISTIC REGRESSION ANALYSIS 
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Electronics and Communication  Department,MGM College of Engineering andPharmaceutical Sciences 

Kerala, India 
Abstract: Traffic congestion in a road comprises increased vehicular queuing, slowing of vehicle speed and the total blockage of road 
segments. This system is proposed to reduce the traffic congestion through giving information to upcoming vehicles, The information 
can be about road accident in a particular segment of road or it can be any block like fallen trees or even the heavy vehicle queuing 
would be informed to vehicles so that they can take alternate option of another road with less traffic intensity.  This system provides 
sudden detection of road blocks due to an accident or other hazardous situation; it can alert the vehicles speedily than any existing 
system. RSU (road side unit) is the communication infrastructure between vehicle and a cloud server. Server aggregates and processes 
information from vehicles and sends alerts and acknowledgements. Vehicle to vehicle communication is provided for the broadcasting 
of alerts and acknowledgements. Communication network would be an Adhoc network, as the nodes are vehicle moving on the road. 
Machine learning algorithm called logistic regression has been used to predict the data. The detection and updating would be fast as 
compared to any existing system. 
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Introduction 
  Issues like vehicle collision, falling of trees, unexpected presence of animal in road causes heavy block in such a way that 
the approaching vehicle cannot move forward which causes vehicle queuing, slowing of vehicle speed, which in turn causes vehicular 
congestion and results the road block. if we could monitor these issues at proper time as detecting the presence of block in a road 
segment and conveying this message to upcoming vehicles so that approaching vehicles can take convenient road, hence the time 
wastage and fuel wastage of vehicle can be reduced in fact the congestion due to heavy vehicular queuing can be solved. 
 
 As the existing traffic monitoring system provides only detection of heavy intensity of vehicles that too it updates this 
information only after 20 minutes by that time the vehicle reaches road and take a turn will waste its time and fuel. But this system 
conveys any accidents or any bad condition in road apart from heavy vehicle intensity, hence both vehicular queuing and unexpected 
accidents in a road are conveyed and this updating of alert is quiet fast as compared to existing system. And this algorithm can be both 
localized and centralized. That is congestion due to heavy vehicle intensity will conveyed locally as it does not need to update this 
information to all the road segments only the selected road but traffic block due to vehicle crash or other accidents should inform all 
the nearby roads as this block takes longer time to be cleared. Logistic regression is a kind of machine learning algorithm has been 
utilized here to estimate the road blocks like sudden accidents in a road, heavy vehicular queuing or any other bad conditions. The 
system proposed to implement on existing vehicular network which consists of vehicles, RSU (road side unit), and a cloud server.  
 
 A Road side unit is a DSRC (Dedicated Short Range Communications) handset that is mounted along a street. A RSU may 
likewise be mounted on a vehicle or is hand-conveyed; however, it might possibly work when the vehicle or hand-conveyed unit is 
fixed. Moreover, a RSU working under this part is limited to the area where it is authorized to work. In any case, versatile or hand-
held RSUs are allowed to work where they don't meddle with a site-authorized activity. A RSU communicates information to OBUs 
(Onboard Units) or trades information with OBUs in its interchanges zone. A RSU additionally gives channel tasks and working 
directions to OBUs in its communication zone, when required. Notwithstanding the traffic management, the communication abilities 
of road side unit is an ideal decision for a ton of uses like automatic toll collection, automated or connected vehicles, climate alerts, 
and keen urban areas, and so on. With RSU, signal planning, and crossing point area information can be gotten utilizing associated 
vehicle advancements, for example, 5.9 gigahertz DSRC remote communication, a worldwide situating framework, SPaT (Signal 
Phase and Timing), and locally available gear in the vehicle.  
 
 Cloud server is the central processing unit of the vehicular network which uses cloud computing.Cloud computing is a 
process model that means to straightforwardly and pervasively share an enormous number of registering assets. These are rented by a 
specialist organization to advanced clients, normally through the Internet. Because of the expanding number of car crashes and 
disappointment of street clients in vehicular networks, the significant focal point of current arrangements given by smart transportation 
frameworks is on improving street security and guaranteeing traveler comfort. Cloud computing innovations can possibly improve 
street security in ITS(intelligent transportation system) by giving adaptable arrangements (i.e., elective courses, synchronization of 
traffic signals, and so on) required by different street wellbeing monitors like police, and calamity and crisis administrations.  
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Literature Review 
 My paper was inspired from “A Machine Learning Based Defensive Alerting System against Reckless Driving in Vehicular 
Network “by Zhang et al. Here the threat of reckless or rash driving is monitored and notifying, alerting this threat to other vehicles on 
the road. Existing systems monitoring the reckless behaviors of vehicles using its own sensors and cameras. Notification of threat and 
reception of alerts from traffic authority is directly broadcasting to own reckless vehicle. But this system allows the neighbor vehicle 
to monitoring the rash driving feature of each vehicle on the road. The monitoring system is implemented on vehicular network 
containing vehicles, RSU (road side unit) and server. a three-tier architecture is designed to perform reckless driving detection and 
remedial. each neighbor vehicle watches the ras behaviors of other vehicles and once the rash driving is found it would be sent to 
server through road side unit, where the server receiving, aggregating the vehicular information and process it. Server is implemented 
with SVM (support vector machine) algorithm to classify the normal and rash driving from the received vehicular data. If the data is 
rash driving server broadcasting alert to all the neighbor vehicles on that road segment and traffic department. server does it 
communication to vehicles through road side unit.    
 
 I got inspired of following papers first of all “Traffic Flow Prediction with Big Data: A Deep Learning Approach” by 
YishengLv et al, which predicts the traffic flow using deep learning approach where a four layered architecture with stack auto 
encoder model is employed. Logistic regression was used at each layer to predict the traffic flow, compared to many other methods it 
was more accurate and efficient.  Next is “Sensing Data Supported Traffic Flow Prediction via Denoising Schemes and ANN: A 
Comparison” by Xinqiang Chen et al, in this paper artificial neural network had been used to predict the traffic flow at different time 
durations. Wavelet, Butterworth, moving average filter had been used here to de noise the traffic data. Short term traffic flow is 
quantitatively analyzed. This hybrid artificial neural network de noising scheme gave superb result as per researcher view.  
 
System Architecture 
 The block diagram representation of proposed system as shown. Which comprises vehicles on road, the communication 
infrastructure RSU (road side unit), and a cloud server whose service is handled by the vehicular network system provider. Driving 
environment is obviously the on road, so sensing the environment includes the sensing the presence of vehicle accidents, fallen trees, 
presence of animals, vehicular queuing etc on the roads. If any one of these are detected and conveyed to nearby RSUs from the 
detected vehicle, as each vehicle is equipped with facility of front facing cameras which provides 360-degreeview to sense the road 
environment. 
 
 Road side unit is the communication infrastructure between vehicles on the road and the server .it takes information of road 
block due to any condition from the detected vehicle and passes this information to server. Same way it acknowledges alerts from the 
server and sends this alert to vehicles, hence RSU provides smooth communication between vehicles on the road and server. All the 
information is received at server which aggregates all vehicular data and processes it.  
 
 Server is the unit where all the vehicular information is saved and it is where the data are aggregating and processing. Server 
is trained with machine learning algorithm say logistic regression, according to this algorithm the data are predicted, server is the 
central unit where the information about traffic block and road condition are broadcasted to nearby RSUs and from RSU to nearby 
vehicle until it reaches all the vehicles in particular road segment. Server generates both audio and text alerts to vehicles through RSU. 
The communication through the RSU and vehicle to vehicle is based on DSRC (dedicated short range communication) in real time.  
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Figure 1. System architecture 
 
Machine Learning Algorithm 
 Machine learning algorithms are group of instructions developed to resolve a particular issue. It is the new era in the digital 
world where programmers design new task to the computer world. Machine learning algorithms are the algorithms where not the 
computer the programmer decides the rules to be followed. Here computers are learning from existing data and the computer trained 
to process a particular set of data, according this trained dataset and algorithm, the programmers analyse and process the task they 
have to solved. This trained algorithm could be used to different models, here the data volumes are in such a way that more the data 
content enhances greater learning of algorithms. 
 
Logistic regression 
 Logistic regression is a machine learning algorithm, utilized when the estimation of the objective variable is discrete in 
nature. Logistic regression is a supervised classification algorithm used to predict the occurrence of an event by fitting data to a 
function namely logit or sigmoid function, as it predicts the probability output value lies between 0 and 1. 
 
 The sigmoid /logistic function is a function that takes after an "S" formed bend when plotted on a chart. It takes esteems 
somewhere in the range of 0 and 1 and "crushes" them towards the edges at the top and base, naming them as 0 or 1. The Sigmoid 
function is as below. 

                                                                                       g(z) =                                                                           (1) 

 The e addresses the exponential function or exponential constant, and it has an estimation of roughly 2.71828.  Where it uses 
hypothesis 

h (x) =                                                                        (2) 

 
 Expecting output as 0 or 1. This sigmoid function works making  h (x) = g(z) 
 
                                                                          Where z=−θ   (3) 
 
 Hypothesis taking values between 0 and 1and it crosses vertical axis when z=0 orh (x) = 0.5.it means output will be 1 when 
h (x) > 0.5 or θ >0 and output will be 0 when h (x) < 0.5 or θ <0. This sigmoid function fitting to data to be predicted, here 
information about presence of road blocks. The data is processed in such a way that configuring data without road block as primary 
class (output=1) and data with road block as output=0. 
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Figure 2. Sigmoid function 
 
Simulation Results 

 

 

 
                                      (a)  (b) 

Figure 3. (a)Road block detection (b) performance evaluation of logistic regression 
 
 Dataset with six vehicles scenario has been created. System has been simulated using MATLAB R2018a. tcp/ip server client 
connection is established between the server and RSU. Data which is without road block and with road block have been created and 
collected. This data is used to train the logistic regression classifier. The classifier trained to classify the data with and without road 
block and implemented in the server, it gets invoked at the instances where the road block should be predicted. Road block was made on 
the road and found the nearest vehicle detecting and notifying the alerts as in the figure3 (a). Information sent to server and nearest 
vehicles. Server predicting the received data as road block or not road block according to the size of obstacles and the time it lasts, as we 
have considered obstruction lasts for more than 60 seconds as road block else a normal traffic flow. Figure 3(b) shows the performance 
of logistic regression analysis; the graph shows how the decision boundary generated to classify the normal traffic flow (primary class) 
and traffic flow with road block (represented by red colored data) 
 
Conclusion  
 The system proposed for the consistent monitoring of road blocks. The detection and timely alarming help the vehicle to 
choose convenient roads, there by rendering fuel saving and time saving and better travel decision for the travelers in fact it reduces 
unexpected traffic jam. The logistic regression has been used here to predict accident or block in roadways. This supervised classifier 
gave best result when predicting road blocks. 
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